
 

 

     Stalking 
Minimising the risk  

A one-day conference organised by the Alice Ruggles Trust in collaboration with the 

Department of Criminology, University of Leicester, and with the support of Gateshead 

Community Safety Board 

10 October 2019, Stamford Hall, University of Leicester 

In a nutshell... 

Risk management in stalking needs to bring together a range of expertise. The conference will highlight 
current best practice and current academic research, and seek better ways to coordinate them. 

Who should attend… 

Practitioners in the police, CPS, judiciary, human resource departments, health and probation services 
together with academics from criminology, forensic psychology and other disciplines engaged in research 
related to stalking. We hope to stimulate further integration between these groups in order to improve 
strategies to tackle stalking and thus make victims safer.   

What is happening… 

The conference will include keynote talks by Lorraine Sheridan,  Jane Monckton-Smith and Karen Morgan-
Read together with a range of break-out sessions focusing on more specialised topics:  The role of multiple 
agencies in risk management;    Learning lessons from Domestic Homicide Reviews;    Educating front-line 
staff;    Breaking the silence – challenges faced by employers in tackling stalking;    Cyberstalking; and 
Raising awareness among young people. These sessions will include contributions from Suky Bhaker and 
Emma Hildreth (Suzy Lamplugh Trust); Dave Thomason and Dan Price-Jones (Cheshire Police Integrated 
Anti-Stalking Unit); Louise (Young People’s ISAC, Paladin); Richie Allen and Emma Kay (Durham 
constabulary); Karl Roberts (Policing and Criminal Justice Department, University of Western Sydney); 
Adrian Scott (Goldsmiths College, University of London); Liz Yardley (Birmingham City University); Jan 
Berry and Tricia Bernal  (Protection against stalking); Jo McIntyre (AAFDA);  Stuart Douglass (Community 
Safety and Safeguarding, Sunderland City Council) and Zing Tsjeng (UK editor of Broadly).  

Further information and booking 

Cost: £95 including lunch and refreshments (£35 for third sector participants) 

To book your place visit www.alicerugglestrust.org/conference 

“…some of these victims are at considerable risk, and failing to 

identify and tackle this can have fatal consequences…” 

Press release HMICFRS 

“…there is still a great deal to be done if victims are to receive the 

protection existing legislation was intended to give…” 

https://research.curtin.edu.au/supervisor/dr-lorraine-sheridan/

